
1) Operating times don’t tally 
2) open countryside 
3) vehicle movements 
4) noise 
5) water mains leakage 
6) speeding 
7) air pollution 
8) planting scheme and tree growth 
9) direction of traffic to the site 
10) house prices 
11) more suited to brownfield site 
12) flooding 
13) 20,000 sq m of concrete 
14) the application does not accord with policies 21, 21 & 23 of the CLP and Policy 16 of the GGP-NP.   
15) Brownfield sites do not appear to have been properly explored 
16) definition of agricultural land should be 3a not 3b 
17) 2 storey office block with 13 desks, 2 board rooms, 2 kitchens and 11 toilets for 5 part time staff 
18) no community consultation 
19) report states houses to east at 650m away at Roseworthy but measured with trundle wheel at approx 250m 

away.   
20) States office unit will screen properties from noise but it is the houses to the eastern side that need the 

protection 
21) The noise assessment does not properly deal with HGV’s excavators, shredder etc. 
22) ecology report, this is not a straight swap of the Lelant site, 3 times the amount of waste will be permitted 
23) consequence to valley if lagoons leak or overflow 
24) 300m of ancient hedge to be destroyed 
25) waste water to be sprayed around entire site will spread around valley too 
26) Ecology report not thorough, taken at wrong time of year and for short period of time 
27) fails s211 of nppf. 
28) traffic through Connor Downs was already speeding and would only get worse 
29) taken several pictures of the site from across the area and the visual impact of the proposal was great 

particularly from Camborne 
30) This would set a precedent for expansion onsite and the greenbelt would be lost. 
31) would open the site up for other types of waste in the future, future contracts? 
32) why are you moving from St Erth  
33) the application stated there were no drains/watercourses but there is a spring on the boundary, raised 

concern about the spraying onsite which could get into watercourse. 
34) issue of pollution last year in the river which turned it red and went all the way down to Gwithian beach 
35) if this application is approved it won’t be enforced by EA and other bodies 
36) S106 is just a carrot 
37) Traffic calming scheme put in Roseworthy is a joke 

 


